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HypervsnTM by Kino-mo is a revolutionary visual solution that allows 3D videos 
to appear floating in the air and being perceived as hi-resolution holograms.  
Positioned in various locations, sound-enabled HypervsnTM units can be 
connected wirelessly and managed remotely from one location. The content on 
multiple Hypervsn™ units installed together can be synchronized to form one 
big stunning image.

Hypervsn™ is a leading visualisation solution for businesses looking for the   
«Next Big Thing» in the digital display arena, willing to increase sales and receive 
high brand exposure. 

MANUFACTURED
IN

The Next Generation of Visual Solutions

“THE INCREDIBLY COLOURFUL AN
 REALISTIC LOOKING HYPERVSNTM

 MADE US ALL BELIEVE THAT
 HOLOGRAMS ARE FINALLY HERE”

“HYPERVSN PRESENTS A UNIQUE 
 OPPORTUNITY TO CAPTIVATE 
 AUDIENCES”
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Facts and    Benefits

UNIQUE           
PROMO CHANNEL 

Make use of an 
exceptional  in-door 
visual advertising 
solution to capture 
and convert your 
audience like no one 
else

OUTPERFORM 
COMPETITORS

In comparison with 
traditional advertising 
solutions your striking 
Hypervsn™ campaigns 
will  set you apart from 
your competitors

STRONGER        
LOYALTY PROGRAMS

Create customized 
Hypervsn™ media 
campaigns to drive 
advocacy and loyalty 
among your clients 
and strategic partners

HIGHER            
BRAND EXPOSURE 

Combine multiple 
Hypervsn™ units to 
form one stunning 
image. Captivate larger 
audiences and make 
your brand  stand out 
even more

BETTER     
RETENTION RATIO 

Stay in closer contact 
with your customers by 
using the impressive 
h o l o g r a m - l i k e 
Hypervsn™ technology 

BOOST 
SALES 

By placing Hypervsn™ 
units in client facing 
locations you will 
create immersive 
customer experiences 
resulting in sales 
growth

PROVOKE    
CLIENT ENGAGEMENT

Elevate customer 
experience and 
engage with your 
clients in personalized 
and meaningful 
interactions with   
Hypervsn™ 

ATTRACT          
MORE CUSTOMERS

Stunning 3D visuals 
with holographic 
effect are sure to 
catch the eye of your 
potential customers 
and draw them in 
your store or o�ce



The PLATFORM
Upload and manage content remotely
Playlists and content scheduling
Extensive content media library
Multi-unit synchronization
Manage all devices from one location
Wireless content transfer
Gather data and view analytics
Multiple user roles

The DEVICE
Up to 5 hours of video content 
HD quality
Only 65W consumption
Light weight - 2.8 kg
Designed to work 24/7 
Warranty and maintenance
Wi-Fi content upload
Graphics size per one device - 56 cm

HYPERVSNTM        KEY FEATURES

HypervsnTM is a turn-key media solution for creating, managing and displaying 
your unique 3D video content with holographic effect. The solution includes a 
smart HypervsnTM Management Software platform and a HypervsnTM 
Projection Unit, a hardware device for displaying the content in client facing 
locations of your choice.



HYPERVSNTM    USE CASESRetail shops

Shopping malls

Casinos

Hotels

Trade shows

Events

Cinemas

Show rooms 

Pharmacies

Banks

Restaraunts

Food courts

Fitness clubs

Airports

Bars and clubs

Travel agencies

Music concerts

Realty agencies

Insurance firms

Hospitals 



Kino-mo Ltd. is an award-winning British company developing high-tech visual 
solutions. 
From a start-up backed by world-recognized investors and industry gurus 
Kino-mo has grown into a globally emerging company developing and delivering 
smart technologies that are as emotionally compelling as they are visually 
impactful. 

Since its official release in early 2017, HypervsnTM solution by Kino-mo was 
named among 10 best technologies by Yahoo!, USA Today and Inc Magazine. It 
is rapidly gaining popularity across all industries worldwide with more and more 
countries joining the list. 

About Kino-mo

“HOLOGRAMS ARE HERE! AND
THEY ARE AMAZINGLY COOL”

“THIS IS THE FUTURE OF 
 RETAIL DISPLAYS”
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